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Abstract
The Lempel-Ziv parsing scheme finds a wide range of applications, most notably in data
compression and algorithms on words. It partitions a sequence of length n into variable phrases
such that a new phrase is the shortest substring not seen in the past as a phrase. The parameter
of interest is the number M n of phrases that one can construct from a sequence of length n.
In this paper, for the memoryless source with unequal probabilities of symbols generation we
derive the limiting distribution of M n which turns out to be normal. This proves a long
standing open problem. In fact, to obtain this result we solved another open problem, namely,
that of establishing the limiting distribution of the internal path length in a digital search
tree. The latter is a consequence of an asymptotic solution of a multiplicative differentialfunctional equation often arising in the analysis of algorithms on words. Interestingly enough,
our findings are proved by a combination of probabilistic techniques such as renewal equation
and uniform integrability, and analytical techniques such as Mellin transform, difIerentialfunctional equations, de-Poissonlzation, and so forth. In concluding remarks we indicate a
possibility of extending our results to Markovian models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The primary motivation for this work is the desire to understand the asymptotic behavior
of the fundamental parsing algorithm on words due to Lempel and Ziv [27J. It partitions a
word into phrases (blocks) of variable sizes such that a new block is the shortest suhword
not seen in the past as a phrase. For example, the string 110010100010001000 is parsed into

(1 )(10)(0)(101 )(00)(01 )(000)(100).
These parsing algorithms playa crucial role in universal data compression schemes and its

numerous applications such as efficient transmission of data (cf. [26, 27]), estimation of entropy
(d. [25]), discriminating between information sources (cf. [7]), test of randomness, estimating
the statistical model of individual sequences (cf. [16]), and so forth. The parameters of interest
to these applications are: the number of phrases, the number of phrases of a given size, the
size of a phrase, the length of a sequence built from a given number of phrases, etc. But, by
all means the most important parameter is the number of phrases that is used to obtain the
compression ratio in a universal data compression (d. [3]), while its distribution is needed in
the analysis of other parameters of the Lempel-Ziv scheme (e.g., redundancy rate [21], length
of a phrase [14], and so forth).
In this paper, we shall study the number of phrases M n constructed form a word of a ftxed

length n in a probabilistic framework. We assume that the word is generated by a probabilistic
memoryless binary source (extension to fmite non-binary alphabet is simple). That is: symbols

are generated in an independent manner with "0" and" 1 " occurring respectively with probability
p and q = 1 - p. If p = q = 0.5, then such a probabilistic model will be further called the

symmetric Bernoulli model; otherwise we refer to the asymmetric Bernoulli model.
Aldous and Shields [lJ attested that obtaining the limiting distribution of the number
of phrases is a difficult problem. They solved it only for the symmetric Bernoulli model.
The authors of [lJ wrote: "It is natural to conjecture that asymptotic normality holds for
a larger class of processes .... But in view of the difficulty of even the simplest case (i.e.,
the fair coin-tossing case we treat here) we are not optimistic abo lit finding a general result.
We believe the difficulty of our normality result is intrinsic ...

." We settle the conjecture

of [1] in the affirmative for the asymmetric Bernoulli model, and in concluding remarks we
indicate a possibility of extending our findings to Markovian models. Actually, we do more,
and provide solutions to some other problems that have been open up-to-date, namely: the
limiting distribution for internal path lengths in digital trees (d. [1, 11, 15]), the number of
parsings of given length built from a fixed number of words (d. [7]), and probabilistic behavior
of the Lempel-Ziv code redundancy (cf. [16,21]).
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A digital tree representation of the Lempel-Ziv parsing for the string

11001010001000100 ...
All of these problems are solved in a uniform manner by a combination of probabilistic and
analytical methods. We apply the renewal equation (cf. [2]) to reduce the problem of finding
the number of phrases in the Lempcl-Ziv scheme to another problem on digital search trees,
namely that of finding the limiting distribution of the internal path length in a dlgital search
tree built from a fixed number of independent words.
The reader is referred to [11, 15] for discussion and definition of the digital trees, however,
for the reader's convenience we show in Figure 1 the digital search tree associated with the
word mentioned at the beginning of this section. In particular, the root of the tree is empty
(i.e., we start parsing with an empty phrase). All other phrases of the Lempel-Ziv parsing
algorithm are stored in internal nodes. When a new phrase is created, the search starts at the
root and proceeds down the tree as directed by the input symbols exactly in the same manner
as in the digital tree construction, that is, symbol "Oil in the input string means move to the
right and "1" means proceed to the left. The search is completed when a branch is taken from
an existing tree node to a new node that has not been visited before. Then, the edge and
the new node are added to the tree. The phrases created in such a way are stored directly
into the nodes of the tree. In passing, we note that for a word of flXed length, n, the size of
the associated digital search tree is random, and this fact gives a new twist to the analysis of

digitalt,e" (d. al,o [14]).
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Second-order properties, such as limiting distributions and large deviation results of the
Lempel-Ziv scheme, have been scarcely discussed in the past with a notable exception of the
work of Aldous and Shields [1] who studied the symmetric model. Recently, Louchard and
Szpankowski [14] obtained the limiting distribution of a randomly selected phrase length in
the Lempel-Ziv scheme.
On the other hand, digital search trees (built from a fixed number of independent words!)
have been quite thoroughly investigated in the past (cf. (4,5,10,11,13,14, 22J). In particular,
Knuth [11], and Flajolet and Sedgewick [4] introduced analytical methods in the analysis of
digital search trees. This was continued by Flajolet and Richmond [5], Louchard [13], and
Szpankowski [22]. None of these papers, however, deals with second order properties of the
internal path length in digital search trees, which is main object of our study. Only very
recently, Kirschenhofer, Prodinger and Szpankowski [10J obtained an asymptotic expression
for the variance of the internal path length in the symmetric Bernoulli model (in fact, this
allowed to close the gap in the Aldous and Shields analysis by deriving the leading term in
the variance of the number of phrases in the Lempel-Ziv parsing scheme). The authors of [10],
however, could not extend their results to the asymmetric model. We not only provide such
an extension, but we carry out this analysis to obtain the limiting distribution for the internal
path length.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present all our main findings
concerning digital search trees and the Lempel-Ziv scheme. All proofs are delayed till Section
3 which is of its own interest. In this section, we present a methodology that leads to an
asymptotic solution of a functional-differential equation that often arises in other problems of
engineering and science.

2. MAIN RESULTS
We recall that the associated tree constructed during the course of the Lempel-Ziv parsing
algorithm (cL Figure 1) is a digital tree built from a random number of words (phrases). We
apply renewal equation to show that the limiting distribution of the internal path length in a
digital search tree built from a fixed number of independent words directly implies the limiting
distribution of the number of phrases M n in the Lempel-Ziv parsing scheme. In the sequel,
we first carry out our analysis for digital trees, and then provide necessary tools to derive the
limiting distribution of M n .
Let us first consider a digital search tree built from m statistically independent words (of
possibly infinite length) each generated according to the Bernoulli model. We leave the root
empty, and store the next word in the first available node, as discussed above (d. [11,15]).
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Let D m ( i) be the length of a path from the root to the ith node containing this word. In fact,
observe that Dm(i) = D;(i) for m 2': i since the position of the ith node does not depend on
words inserted after it. We define the internal path length as L m =

Z=~1

Di(i).

Hereafter, we shall consistently use n as the length of a single word to be parsed according
to the Lempel-Ziv scheme, and m as the number of words used to construct an independent
digital search tree.
We infer probabilistic behavior of L m from its generating function. Thus, we apply "analytical approach" to the problem. Define for complex u and z the following generating functions

Lm(u)

= Eu Lm

and L(z,u)

= L::~oLm(u)zm/(m!).

We also set L(z,u)

= L(z,u)c

O

which

can be interpreted as the generating function of the internal path length in a family of digital
search trees built from a random number of words that is distributed according to a Poisson
distribution with mean z. Observe that this is a standard poissonization trick but disguised in
a generating function form. One expects a simpler equation for L(z, u) than for Lm(u), and it
turns to be true, as seen below.
There is a recurrence relationship on L m (u) and L{z, u). Indeed, let R m = k be the number
of words that start with "0". These words will create the right subtree of the digital search
tree. Clearly, Pr{Rm

= k} = {'J:)pkqm-k, and the lengths of the internal paths in

the right

and the left subtrees are respectively Lk and Lm_k. Thus, conditioning on {R m = k} we have
Lm+l = m + L k + L m- k , and finally Eu Lm +1 = u mERn, (EuLkEuLm-kJRm). Certainly, this
implies the following

Lm+,(u) = um'f

(~)pkqm-kh(u)Lm_k(U)

m 2': 0

(1)

with Lo(u) = 1. Hence, also

8L(z, u)
8z

= L(pzu, u)L(qzu, u)

(2)

with L(z,O) = 1. This is our basic functional-differential equation that we solve asymptoti"
cally to obtain the limiting distribution of L m . We observe that the above equation is of a
multiplicative form which makes the problem hard.
In section 3 we prove our main results concerning a digital search tree, which is stated
below.

Theorem lA. Consider a digital search tree under the asymmetric Bernoulli model.

(i) Asymptotically the average value ELm and the variance Var L m become

hm

(h'
logm + 2h + 7 - 1-" + oo(logm) )
5

+
VaT L m

~(IOgm+~~ -,-logp-IOgq+a) +0(1)
c2m1ogm + OCm)

(3)
(4)

where h = -p logp - q log q is the entropy of the alphabet, 7 = 0.577 ... is the Euler constant}
h 2 = plog2 p

+ qlog2 q, and C2 =

(h 2

h 2 )/h3,

00

Ct

= -

L:
k=l

pk+llogp+q.Hl1ogq
1 _ pk+l _ qk+l

(5)

'

and oo(Iog m) is a fluctuating Junctions for logpj log q mtional with small amplitude, and zero

otheTilJise (ef. fB, 18, 22}).

(ii) Let C, = 1/ h. Then

L m - ELm
JVar L m
where

d
--+

c'. N(O, 1)

(6)

denote the convergence "in distribution", and NCO, 1) is the standard normal distri-

bution. In fact, a stronger result holds, namely for a complex {) in a neighbourhood of zero,
and for any

£

>

a
(7)

(ill) There exist positive constants A and J1. < 1 such that uniformly in k

pr{/Lm-ELm/ > k} < AI"

(8)

-IVar L m

for large m . •

Actually, our analytical approach also works for the symmetric Bernoulli model. We need,
however, in this a. case to refine the method to obtain the leading term in the asymptotics of the
variance. Fortunately, this was recently done by Kirschenhofer I Prodinger and Szpankowski
[10] who proved that

Vac L:xm

~

(C + b(Jog, m))m

(9)

where C = 0.26600 ... and 0(:1:) is a fluctuating function with small amplitude (d. Theorem
IB). In the above, we writeL:;:m for the internal path length in the symmetric case. We have
the following result.

Theorem lB. For the symmetric Bernoulli model the following equivalence of (7) holds
e-19m log2 m Ee19L:i!m = e (J22 m(C+6(log2 m))

6

(1 + O(ljm1/2+C))

,

(10)

for any e > 0, where 6(x) is periodic continuous function of period 1, mean 0 and very small
amplitude

« 10-

6

).

Similarly, uniformly in k

Pr

{I

I }

L"m
- EL"m
m
m
>k
jm(C + ,(log,m))

<AJi-k

(11 )

with J1- < 1. •
Equipped with Theorem 1, we now can attack the main problem, namely the limiting
distribution of the number of phrases M n in the Lempel-Ziv parsing scheme. Fortunately,
the problem can be reduced to the one discussed in Theorem 1 through the so called renewal
equation which we introduce next.
We recall that Dj(i) = Dj(m) is the length of the ith phrase in the Lempel-Ziv parsing
scheme obtained from a fixed number, m, of words (cf. [7, 14]), that is, the depth of the
ith node in the digital tree built from these m words. Fix now n, and start partitioning the
sequence of length n into phrases. Clearly, D1 (1) = 1. After obtaining the second phrase, we
check whether D1 (1)

+ Dz (2) >

n or not. If yes, then Mn = 1, otherwise we continue the

process. It should be clear by now that the number of phrases M n can be computed from the
following relationship

m

Mn =

maxi m:

Lm =

2:::: Di{ i) ::; n}

(12)

i=l

The above equation is known as the renewal equation (d. [2]). We also observe that it
directly implies the following

Pr{Mn > m} = Pr{L m :<; n} ,

(13)

which is useful in some computations. The following result is due to Billingsley [2] (d. Theorem
17.3).
Lemma 2. [Billingsley) Let M n and L m satisfy the relationship (12)1 and assume D;{i) are
positive random variables. Then
d
-"L~m,,---~I't:"'-m ~N(O,I),

(14)

implies

(15)
where J-Lm and (1m are positive constants (in our case they can be asymptotically interpreted as
the mean and the variance of L m). •
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Theorem 1 is next used to obtain the following result that proves the open problem left in
Aldous and Shields [1].
Theorem 3. In the asymmetric Bernoulli model, define Zn = ~. Then:
(i) The sequence of random variables Z71 converyes weakly (i.e., in distribution) to N(O, 1). In

addition} for all r ;::: 0 the sequence (ZnY is uniformly integrable. Thus, all moments of Zn
exist and converge to the appropriate moments of the normal distribution. In particular,

nh

(16)

log( n)
c2 h3n

(17)

log2 n

(ii) For any

£

> 0, there exist an integer no
Pr{IMn

-

~

1 such that for all n

> no

EMnl > <EMn }'; Aexp (-a<Vnl

(18)

for some positive constants A, a > O.
(iii) The above results are also true for the symmetric model if one replaces the variance by

Vac M

,ym
~

n(C+,(log,n))

(19)

log~ n

n

where the constant C = 0.26600 ... and 6(x) is defined in Theorem lB. In (ii) one must replace

..;n by Vnflog n

.

Proof. The weak convergence of Zn of part (i) follows directly from Lemma 2, while the
uniform integrability of (ZnY for any r ;::: 0 is a consequence of the large deviation result (d.
18), which is proved next.
For part (ii), we will basically show that uniform integrability of L m naturally translates into
uniform integrability of M n . To proceed we need some new notation. Define hem) = ELm for
all integer m, and let for all y;::: 0 the function A(y) be a linear interpolation of A(m) between

integer points. (Actually, we could define A(m) as an approximation of ELm only up to Oem)
term in (3).) Now, let A-l(x) be the inverse function of hey) defined for x ~

A(x) "'" :cl~gx and A-I(x) "'" I::;x for x
hence A-

l

(.)

--+

o.

Note that

00. As easy to check, the function A(·) is convex,

is concave (this should be at least dear for A(x) approximated by the first two

terms in (3) which are convex functions). Now we refer to (8) of Theorem lA so that we can
find positive constants A and a: such that for all m and y ;::: 0, the following two inequalities
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hold:

Pr{L m < A(m)(I- y)) ,; Aexp ( -OYVA(m))

(20)

Pr{L m > A(m)(1 +y)) < Aexp (-oyVA(m))

(21)

Note that in the first inequality we can relax y to y ::; 1 since Lm cannot be negative.
We will not directly show that Zn is uniformly integrable but rather that the sequence of
random variables

y. _M.-A-1(n)
• - .jiiA l(n)
is uniformly integrable. Due to the asymptotic expansions of A-I( n) the uniform integrability
of Zn will follow.

We shall prove separately (18) for M n > (1

+ c:)EMn

and M n < (1 - e)EMn . For the

former, let us first consider inequality (20) with y ::; 1. We refer to the fundamental identity

(13) to obtain

Pr{M(A(m)(l_,)j

~

m} = Pr{L m < A(m)(l- y)) .

But, (20) implies

PriM.

~ A-

1

(n/(I_ y))}'; Aexp

(-0 J/}-y) .

Using concavity of A-I(.) and y ::; 1, we also have A-l(l~Y) ::; A~~~n), therefore Pr{Mn 2:::
A- 1 (n/(I_ y))} ~ PriM. ~ A- 1 (n)/(I_ y)). Thn"

PriM.
Setting 1 +

~ (l_y)-lA-

1

(n)),; Aexp

(-0 J/}-y)

.in = l:Y for x 2::: 0 we finally obtain

PriM.

~ (1+ ~)A-l(n)),; Aexp (-0 ';1+~
x
)

$ Aexp

yn

which proves (18) for positive values of

(-0 vIT-x)
l+x

x> 0 after setting E = x/Vii.

To prove the uniform integrability for Mn

< (1

same arguments as above, we find

9

- E)EMn , we use (21) with y ;::: O. By the

By concavity of A-tO we obtain A- 1 (nj(l

+ y))

~

A-l(n)j(l

+ y)

since y ~

o.

Therefore,

Pr{M. < A-1(n/(1+ y))} ~ Pr{M. < (A -1(n)/(1+ y)} and thu",
Pr{M. < (1 + y)-1 A-1(n)} S Aexp
Setting 1 - ~ = l~Y for x ~ 0 (but smaller than
obtain

Pr{M. < (1- ,in)A-1 (n)} S Aexp
which proves the second part of (18) for M n

<

(-Q Jt:y)
l+y

vn because M n cannot be negative) we

(-Q';I: ;7;;)

S Aexp(-Qx)

(1 - e)EMn . Observe that the uniform inte-

grability of (Znr (r ~ 0) follows, which further implies that EMn ...... A-I(n) and VaT Mil

rv

Var L • . (A-1(n)/n)3. Till, prove, (16) and (17).•
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 have several important consequences for data compression,
coding theory, and so forth. We will discuss only two applications of our results, namely the
number of parslngs of given length (d. [7]), and a large deviation estimate of the Lempel-Ziv
code redundancy (d. [16, 21]).

Let us start with the problem posed by Gilbert and Kadota [7J, namely: How many parsings
of total length n one can construct from m words? For example, for m = 2 we have four parsings

oflength three, n.mely, (0)(00), (0)(01), (1)(10) and (1)(11), and two p."ing, of length two,
namely: (0)(1) and (1)(0). Thus, let Fm(n) be the number of parsings built from m words of
total length n, and let Fm(x) = L~=o Fm(n)x n be its generating function. Note that (cL [7])

Fm+1(x) = x

m

'fa (~)Fk(")Fm_k(X)

(22)

The next result is a direct consequence of Theorem lB and it answers a problem of [7].
Corollary 4A. The number of parsings built form m words of total length n is

(23)

In particular, for n = m log2 m

+ O(.J17i)

we obtain asymptotically

F ( )
2'
(
(n-mIOg,m)')
m n ~ ,,12r.(C+o(log,n))m exp -2(C+o(log,n))m

(24)

where C and 6( x) are defined in Theorem 1 B. If n = (1 + oS)m log2 m, then the large deviation
result (11) must be used.
Proof. Consider the recurrence (22) and note that Fm(x/2) = L:i/.m(x). The rest follows from
Theorem lB and the analysis of Section 3.•
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Finally, we consider the redundancy rate R n of the Lempel-Ziv code. It is defined as (cf.
[16, 21])

Rn =

(Mn

+ l)logMn

-

nh

.
(25)
n
(Note that (M n + 1) log M n is the length of the Lempel-Ziv code while nh is the length of
the optimal code.) The redundancy rate R n is a measure of the additional cost in using the
Lempel-Ziv code instead of the optimal one predicted by the Source Coding Theorem (cf. [3]).
It is known [16] that for the Bernoulli model ERn =

o(log log n/logn), but very little seems to

he known about probabilistic behavior of R n (e.g., how quickly the Lempel-Ziv code achieves
the optimal rate). The next results provides some insights into this problem.
Corollary 4B. For r

Pr{R n > T}

«

h and large n

~ Pr{(M

n

+ l)logMn > n(h + T)}

S Aexp (-aTJ(h: T»)

(26)

for some constants A, a > O.

Proof. It is a simple consequence of (18) in Theorem 3(ii), and an asymptotic solution of

(Mn

+ 1)logMn =

n(h

+ r).

Details are left for the interested reader..

The functional equation studied here has many other applications in the analysis of algorithms on words (e.g., external path length of a trie or PATRICIA trie). For morc details the
reader is referred to our preliminary version of this paper [9].

3. ANALYSIS AND PROOFS
This section provides all necessary details required to prove our main finding which is
Theorem 1. We shall adhere to the following

plan~

1. We first analyze the Poisson model (d. Section 3.1) that is characterized by the expo-

nential bivariate generating function L(z, u) satisfying (2).
2. We transform the multiplicative equation (2) into an additive functional equation by
considering 10gL(z,u). For this we need the existence of 10gL(z,u) in some domain.
We shall prove that there is a convex cone (cf. Definition 1 of Sec. 3.1) around the
real axis of z and a real neighbourhood U(1) of u = 1 such that for some Ii(U) we have
log L( z, u) = 0( zt>(u») (d. Theorem 5 and proof in Section 3.2).
3. Next, we use the Taylor expansion of log L(z, u) in the convex cone to show that for large

z the generating function L(z, u) appropriately normalized converges to the generating
function of the normal distribution (d. Theorem 6 of Sec. 3.1).
11

4. To prove the above we must know precise asymptotics for the average and the variance
of the internal path length in the Poisson model (cr. Theorem 6).
5. The fmal effort is to de-Poissonize the above results, that is, to transform the normal

distribution of the Poisson model into the normal distribution of the Bernoulli model (cf.
Theorem 9 and proof in Section 3.3).
3.1. A Streamlined Analysis

The goal of this section is to establish Theorem 1 for the Poisson model which is summarized in Theorem 6 and Corollary 8 below.
We shall consistently use the notation from Section 2. In particular, we write Lm(u)
to denote the generating function of the internal path length, and L(z, u) for the bivariate
generating function. We assume the function equation (2) holds, that is,

8L(z, u)
8z
= L(pzu, u)L(qzu, u)

(27)

with L(z, 0) = 1.
As before, by L(z, u) = L(z, u)e- Z we denote the moment generating function in the Poisson
model. Let also X(z)e Z = L~(z,l) and V(z)e Z = L~u(z,1)
L~(z, 1)

and

L~Jz, 1)

+ L~(z,1) -

(L~(z,1))2 where

denote the first and the second derivative of L(z, u) with respect to u

at u = 1. We observe that X(z) and V(z) are the mean and the variance of L m in the Poisson
model. We shall need precise asymptotics of L(z, u), X(z) and V(z) as z

--+ 00

in a cone

around the real axis of z for u real and positive in a neighbourhood U(1) of u = 1.
The domain of z we shall work with is a convex cone C(D, 0) defined a.<> follows:
Definition 1.

CONVEX CONE.

o < 1 and x > 0 we have Iy] ::;

The set C(D, 0) of z = x

Dx D

+ iy

is called the convex cone if for

for some D > O.•

The crucial part of our proof relies on proving the existence of the logarithm of L(z, u) in a
convex cone and real positive u. For this, we need a precise bounds for L( z, u) in such a cone.
Let n:;(u) be a solution of the following equation

(28)

+

It is easy to notice that Ii( u) = 1 h(u - 1)

+O( (u -1?).

In Section 3.2 we prove the following

result which is the "heart" of our asymptotic analysis of the function equation (27).
Theorem 5. (1) There exists a convex cone C(D, 0), a neighbourhood U(1) of u = 1, and a

constant ~ such that for ]z] > ~ the logarithm of L(z, u) exists and 10gL(z, u) = 0(z"(u)).
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(li) In addition under the same hypothesis as above jor any f3 > 0 and all I
j

j

~

1

a'
-,-logL(z,
u) ~ O(z<IU)+~)
au
for

E C(D, 6) and

Z

(29)

Z --+ 00 . •

Now we are ready to formulate our main result concerning the Poisson model.
Theorem 6. In the Poisson model for (z, u) E C[D, 6] xU(l) the following holds for any f3 > 0
and z

--+ 00

(with u :::: et for some real t in the vicinity of zero)

_

logL(z,e') ~ z + X(z)t

-t'
I)"
+ V(z)+
O(t'z" U+P)
2

,

(30)

where the mean X(z) and the variance V(z) become asymptotically

-

z

z

X(z)~hlogz+h

and

_

V(z)~

zlog2 z

h'

+ 2zlogz
h3

(h,
,-1+
-o-6,(logz) )+0(1),
2h

(h'

)

00

L
k=l

p1.:+11ogp + qHIlog q
1 _ pHI _ qk+I
.

(33)

.q

The function 61 (x) is identically equal to zero when ~,lo is irrational, while for
where

1',

(32)

,h+h,- T-oh-M,(logz) +O(z),

where

a= -

(31)

.q

!£aE.,o

"

t are integers such that gcd(r, t) = 1, the junction 01 {log z) is fluctuating with a small

amplitude as given by the formula below

6,(logz) ~

r(s~)Q(-2)

L

00

(2KiIT
)
) exp --I-logz

Q('

ogp

So - 1

b_oo

(34)

';'0

where
Q(s)~

II(I_p-·+k+ Q- H k),

(35)

k=O

and sf,

= -1 + 27fiCrjlogp fore=

Z

= ±1,±2, ...

is a solution of1

= p-s +q-s.

Proof. Using Taylor's expansion oflog L(z, u) we obtain

a

log L(z, u) ~ logL(z, 1) + (u - 1) au logL(z, 1) +

a'

(U-l)'
2
au' log L(z, 1) + R(z, u)

with R(z,u) being the remainder term of the following form (eL [19])

R(z,u) ~

1 fU

'il,

03
(v_I)' av31ogL(z,v)dv.
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Due to Theorem 5 the error term is O(zx(ll l +P (u_l)3). Now it suffices to note that 10gL(z, 1) =

z and to substitute u = et for t 1n the vicinity of zero to obtain (30).
The remaining part of the proof is devoted to derive the asymptotics of X(z) and V(z).
Since we need several terms of such asymptotic expansions (to prove our main result concerning
the Bernoulli model; d. Lemma 10 below) we use the Mellin transform method. The reader
may familiarize himself with the technique from [15].
Cons1der first the mean X(z). Direct differentiation of our basic equation (27) leads to the
following recurrence

X(z)

+ X'(z) =

X(zp)

+ X(zq) + z

(36)

.

Let X(.9) denote the Mellin transform of X(z), that is, X(s) = 1000 X(z)zS-ldz. It can be
easily proved that it exists in the strip

~(s)

E (-2, -1). Observe that the Mellin transform of

X'(z) - z 1s also defined in ~(s) E (-2, -1). Then, (36) translates into
X(s) - (s - I)X(s - 1) = p-'X(s) + q-' Xes)

(37)

in terms of the Mellin transform.
To solve the funct10nal equation (37) we make a substitution X(s) = l'(s)r(s) where f(s)
is the gamma function (cf. [19,11]), and 'j'(s) satisfies the following recurrence

After some algebra one obtains

=

Q( -2)
7(S) = gl-P '+k_ q .+k = Q(s)
for

~(s)

1- pk+ 2

_

qk+ 2

(38)

E (-2,-1). Applying the Cauchy residue theorem (cf. [19]) to the above (1.e.,

inverting the Mellin transform) one proves (31). In fact, the calculation are almost exactly the
same as the ones done 1n [22], so they are omitted (the fluctuating function

~1(X)

for log pi log q

rational is deri ved below).
The variance 1s more 1ntricate, as already seen in [10]. We observe (after quite tedious
algebra) that W(z) = V(z) - X(z) satisfies the follow1ng recurrence

W(z)

+W'(z) = W(zp) + W(zq) + 2zpX'(zp) + 2zqX'(zq) + (X'(z))'

.

(39)

This funct10nal equation is harder to solve due to the last term for which there is no closed
form expression for the Mellin transform. But, fortuuately, we can prove that the last term
contributes O(z) and we need only terms up to O(z) (to recover the leading terms in the
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variance in the Bernoulli model as indicated by (49) of Lemma 10). Indeed 1 let w(z)

W,(z) + W,(z) where
W,(z) + W{(z)

W,(zp) + W,(zq) + 2zpX'(zp) + 2zqX'(zq)

W,(z) + W;(z)

W,(zp)

+W,(zq) + (X'(z))'

(40)

.

(41)

Using the tools of Section 3.2, we will prove in the appendix the following simple result.

Lemma 7A. A solution

w2 (z)

oj (41) satisfies W 2 (x) = O(z) for z --.,.

00 • •

We concentrate now on solving (40) for Wt(z). Its Mellin transform Wt(s) becomes

After the substitution Wt(s) = r(s)P(s) we find

Solving it, we obtain

W,(s)
(42)
We must now find the reverse Mellin transform ofW(s), that is
_

1 j-3/2+i=

W,(z) = - .

2n -3/2-ioo

J3(s)r(s)z-'ds.

(43)

Clearly, the Cauchy residue theorem is the simplest way to estimate the above integral.
Note that the poles of the function under the integral are roots of 1 = p-s+k

+ q-s+k

for

k = 0,1, .... We need the following result, the detailed proof of which can be found in Jacquet

[8] and/or Sehaehinger [20].

Lemma 7B. Let s~ for k = 0,1, ... and £ = Z = 0, ±1, ±2, ... be solutions of

+ q = 1 and oS is complex.
(i) Fm· all e E Z = {O, ±l, ±2, ... J and k = 0,1, ...
where p

- 1+ k <; R(sD <; ao + k
15

(44)

where (To is a positive solution of 1 + q-" = p-s. Furthermore,

-,(.2",£_--",1)",-' < ~(')
'.). sk < (2£+ I), .
logp

(ii) If ~(sf) = -1

~~~: =

f

+k

t-

and S'(s1)

-

-

logp

0, then log pi logq must be rational. More precisely, if

where gcd(r, t) = 1 for r, t E Z, then
,
k 2£r7i"i
sk=-l+ .+-logp

(45)

for allf E Z .•
Having the above, we can continue our investigation ofW1 (z) given by (43). As in [4, 11,22]
we conclude that the dominating pole of the Cauchy integral is
rlt (rational) we also must consider the poles S6 = -1
that the remaining poles for k

'#

sg =

-1, and for log p/log q =

+ 2£r7i"illogp.

Actually, we can assess

0 contribute only O(logz) which is negligible compared to

O(z) contributed by W 2 (z) (cL Lemma 7A). We first consider

s8 =

-1 (irrespectively whether

logp/log q is rational or not). Thus, we must evaluate the residue of f(s) = -2a(s)· b(s) where

00

b(s)

Q( -2)

II (1 -

p-.+m - q-.+m)-l = Q( -2)/Q(s - 1) .

m=l

Using MAPLE, we find the following expansion for a(s) around
zlogz

1

zlogz (logz

a(s)=-~(s+I)'+ (s+l)

2h'

1

7 -1

sg =

-1

h 1) +0(1).
2

+ h' +};'l+ h3 -h

Also, by Lemma 2.3 of [4] (cL also Lemma 3.1 of [22]) we find that

b(s) = 1- <>(s + I) + O((s + I)') ,
where a is defined in (33). Thus, taking the product of the above, and computing the coefficient
of (s

+ 1)-1 we obtain the desired residue.

This leads to the dominating term in (32) except

the function 61 (x) coming from the poles 85 for £:f:.
Let now

e '#

o.

O. If logp/logq is irrational, then ~(S5) = (To > -1, thus tills pole only

contributes O(z-UOlogz) and can be savely ignored in comparison with O(z) coming from

W,(z).
Now we assume that log p/log q = rlt (rational) for some integers
we know that 86 = -1

+ 2"i£rl logp for £ E Z.

T,

t E Z. By Lemma 7B

The residue of the function under the integral

(43) becomes

16

where h(S6) :::: _p-s& logp - q-.s& logq. But h(S6) :::: h:::: -plogp - qlogq since p21rirr j
q2lrirr fl ogp

;:::

lo gp ::::

1. Thus, .6. 1 (x):::: h- 2 (h(x), and after some algebra thls completes the proof of

Theorem 6.•
As a simple consequence of Theorem 6 we obtain the following corollary that completes
the proof of Theorem 1 for the Poisson model, that is, it establishes the limlting distribution
of the internal path length in the Poisson model.
Corollary 8. For any c

1

> 0 the following holds

(z, e'iVi'{")) e-,x{")iVV(") = e"i

2

(1 + 0 (1/m 1i2

+,))

(46)

i.e., the internal path length is normally distributed with paramete1's X(z) and V(z). Moreover,
the moments L(z) converge to the appropriate moments of the normal distribution.
Proof. It follows directly from (30)-(32).•
The main problem that remains to be settled is to de-Poissonize Corollary 8, that is, to
obtain results for the original Bernoulli model. This work is of tauberian type, and needs
subtle arguments. In Section 3.3 we prove the following result.
Theorem 9. DE-POISSONIZATION. Consider the Bernoulli model, and let X(m) and V(m) be

the values of the mean and the variance of the Poisson model at z :::: m. Then, for any {3 > 0
and real t in the vicinity of zero

L m (etivm) exp (_

XJ;;;l, _ V(m) - ~~X'(m»2 ,2) = 1 + O(I/m'i2-p)

(47)

for large m . •
The rest is easy. Let X m

::::

X(m) :::: clmlogm + O(m) and Vm

::::

V(m) - m2(X'(m))2 ::::

c2mlogm+O(m). We shall prove below that ELm'" X m , and Var L m '" V m , and furthermore
that L m converges to the normal distribution with parameters X m and Vm which completes
the proof of Theorem 1. More formally:
Lemma 10. There exists £ > 0 such that

(48)

with
Vm = Var L m = V(m) - m(X'(m))2

+ O(m) =

e2m1ogm + O(m) .

(49)

Proof. Observe that lm(t) :::: Lm(elj..,lV;;)e-Xmt/..,IV;; is the Laplace transform of a random
variable lm :::: (L m - Xm)/..;v;;.. From Theorem 9 we know that for any real t the moment
17

t2 2
/ ,

generating function em(t) converges to e

that is, to the standard normal distribution. But,

clearly the convergence is also true for any complex t since

l.em(t)1

$ em(ltl)

+ f m(-Itl),

so

Theorem 9 implies also the convergence in moments. Hence

lim

ELm-X(m)

m-+o:>

~

lim

Var L m
= 1.
Vm

m ..... O:>

=0

Observe that (49) follows directly from the above and (47) (d. [8, 18]) .•
In passing, we note that the large deviation result of Theorem IA follows directly from
Indeed, (48) implies that the moment generating function of Zm = (L m ELm)jJ\/arL m is uniformly bounded in the vicinity of t = O. Thus, as in Flajolet and

Lemma 10.

Soria [6J we immediately conclude (8) of Theorem IA(ili).

3.2 Asymptotic Solution of the Functional Equation
The ultimate goal of this section is to prove the two pads (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5 above,
which justify the procedure used above in Theorem 6 to obtain equation (30). We found,
however, working with L(z, u) rather inconvenient due to the fact that its exponential growth
makes it hard to control the function even in a small domain. Therefore, we introduce a
polynomial kernel which is a function j(z, u) defined as

j(z u) = L(z, u) =
,
Note that

L~(z,u)

L(z, u)

(50)

L(quz,u)L(puz,u)

J- 1 (z, u) = .t, 10gL(z, u).

In the first part of this section, we shall work with !(z, u) as a function of z, so we often

simplify the notation to j(z). We also write j'(z) to denote the derivative of j(z) witl{ respect
to z. Clearly, the kernel f(z) satisfies the following differential equation

,
(pa
j (z) = 1- j(paz)

qa)
+ j(qaz)

(51)

j(z).

Since L(O,u) = 1 and L(z, 1) = eZ we also have j(O,u) = 1 and j(z,I) = 1.
Our first goal will then be the following technical theorems that are used to prove part (i)
of Theorem 5.

Theorem IIA. There exist a neighbourhood U(I) oj u = 1, a

a(u) and A(u) such that for all real x

>

constant~,

and

non~negative

~ and u E U(I) the following hoLds: a(u)x 1-"{u) $

j(x)" A(u)xl-«u) whe", a(u),A(u) ~ 1 as u ~ 1. •
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Theorem lIB. For 8 < 1 and any fJ > 0 (with 8 + (J < 1) there exists a neighbourhood U(l),

a constant

t,

and a convex cone C(D,8) such that for a constant B(u) the following £s true

If'(z)1 ~ B(u)lzl-,(ul+" [or Izl > t; .•
Provided the above theorems are proved (d. Sec. 3.2A-B), we immediately obtain the
following corollary:
Corollary 11. There exists a polynomial cone C(D, 8), a neighbourhood U(l) of real positive
u = 1, and

a constant e such

that, for

Izl > t,

uniformly in (z,u) for some a(u) and A(u)

(independent of z) the following holds
(52)
with a(u),A(u) _ 1 as u_l.
Proof. Observe that

[(z) = [(R(z)) +

('

J~(z)

f'(x)dx.

Thus, in view of Theorems lIA and lIB, we obtain fez) - f(~(z)) = 0(Z-1I(1l)+HI3) which
leads to (52) provided 8 + f3 < 1.•
Having shown the above corollary, we can present a proof of Theorem 5(i). Indeed, H
suffices to observe that log L(z, u) =

I~

f-l(x)dx.

Our next goal will be establishing another result presented below as Theorem 12 which is
used to prove part (11) of Theorem 5. For this we need an estimate on higher derivatives of

fez, u) with respect to u. Define
(lkl
{J
[ , (z,u) = {Jzl{Ju'[(z,u).

We prove in Section 3.2C the following result.
Theorem 12. For any

f3 > 0 and 8 < 1, there exists U(l) and a convex cone C(D, 8) such

that [0" (z, u) E e[D, oj X U(I)' [y')(z, u) = O(z-«u)+"-I+1) .•
Observe now that the proof of Theorem 5 (ii) follows directly from the above. Indeed,
the derivative of 8 kL(z,u)j8uk with respect to z is equal to 8 k(J(z))-lj8u\ thus

{J
{' {J
{Ju' logL(z,u) = J {Ju,r'(x,u)dx.
o
But, the kth derivative of j-l(z, u) with respect to u is a sum of terms like f(O,k)(z)(J(z))-2
and terms like (f{O,l)(z))k(J(z))-k-l (cf. Sec. 3.2C). By Theorem 12 the former term is of
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f3 > 0 is an arbitrary positive

order O(zx(u)-l+.6) while the latter is O(zx(u)-l+k.6). Since
number, the proof of Theorem 5 is finally completed.

In view of the above, we can concentrate on establishing Theorems HA, lIB and 12. The
proof of these theorems will themselves depend on a set of five basic facts which we state and
prove in the remainder of this subsection. In the next subsection 3.2A we prove HA; in the
following subsection 3.3B we prove lIB, and in the final subsection 3.2C we prove Theorem

12, tllUs completing all the steps of Theorem 5.
We now formulate our five basic facts used to prove Theorems 11 and 12.

Fact 1. Consider' a differential inequality of the form f'(z)

~

b(z) - g(z)f(z). Let G(z) be the

primitive function of g(z). Then for any z and Zo
/(z) S /(zo)eG('oj-G(,)

+

l'

b(z)eG(X)-G(X)dz .

'0

Proof. Note that (J(z)exp(G(z)))' S b(z)exp(G(z)). Thus, integrating this over (zo,z) we
establish the claim.•

Fact 2. For all a and d in a compact set such that a, d > 0 and x --..

00

we have the following

fa" some constant A > 0
foX y.- 1 exp (y':x') dy

~

x
foX (x· _ y.) exp (Y' Ad ') dy

e.X'
d
' 1 (1
o z

ay ,
Jo e dy

JoI' exp

(Y'-x')
Ad

+ O(I/z))

,

oAz·+l-"(1 + O(I/x)) ,

/X

In particular,

x·-'(1

dy ~ Ax' -'(1

+ O(I/x))

+ O(I/z)) -

Proof. These asymptotic formulas seem to be well known, however, for completeness we
provide a sketch of proofs for the first two formulas. Let

I(x) = fax ya-1 exp
Using the Taylor expansion of the form

I(x)

[

(z·-I

+ (y -

(1+0(I/x))

yb

d
(yd ~ x ) dy .

= x b + (y

x)(o -1)x·-'(1

f

x)bx b- 1 (1

+ 0(x- 1 )), one obtains

+ O(I/z))) exp (y -

10" x·-' exp(_yx'-I)dy

z·-'(1 + O(I/z))

-

e-'dy .
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x)x'-I(1

+ O(I/x))) dy

To prove the second formula, let

{'

J(X) = Jo (x" - y")exp

(yd d Xd) dy.

Using again the same Taylor expansion as above, one obtains

J( x)

((y - x )ax"-1(1+ O(I/X))) exp ((y - x )x d- 1(1

[

OX"-1(1

+ O(I/x)) [

+ O(I/x))) dy

yexp( _YX d- 1)dy

x"+1-"(1 + O(I/x)) 1~ ye-'dy ,
and this completes the proof.•

Fact 3. (i) Let Ym(x) be a sequence of nonnegative continuous functions of x satisfying the
recurrence inequality Ym+!
Y E [0, Yo(O)] and

£

~

Ym(x), F(x,Ym)' If F(z,y) is continuous in (x,y), and for all

> 0 we have F(O, y) < 1 -

£,

then there exists a neighbourhood U(O) of

x = 0 such that Yrn (x) uniformly decreases to zero with an exponential rote; more p"ecisely

Ym(x) = 0((1- elm).
(li) Under the same hypotheses as above, let now Ym+!(x) ~ B(x)

+ Ym(x)· F(x,Ym)'

a small neighbourhood U(O) of x = 0 we have F(x, y) < 1 - E for

E.

1/E),yo(x)}

< D, wher'e D >

that is, Ym(x)

~

If for

> 0 and max{ B(x )(1

+

0, then the sequence Ym(x) is uniformly bounded for x E U(O),

D.

(iii) Under the same hypothesis as in (i)J the solution Yrn(x) ofYm+!(x)

~

max{Ym(x),Ym(x),

F(x, Ym(x))} unifo'NTIly decays to zero. Similarly, under the assumptions of (ii) Ym(x) satisfying Ym+1(x) S max{Ym(x), B(x)

+ Ym(x)F(x, Ym(x)))

is uniformly bounded.

Proof. These results are direct consequences of the fixed point theorem. For completeness,
we show how to prove part (li). Note that the recurrence has the following solution

which implies (li). Using mathematical induction one concludes part (iii) from (ii) .•

Fact 4. Let us consider a neighbourhoodU(l) ofu = 1 such that 0

< max{pu,qu}

~

v

< 1.

Define for m = 1,2, ... a sequence of increasing compact domains V rn as 'Pm = {z: R(z) E
1<, v-mj} with <> V (ef. Figure 2). Then,

=>
21

puz, quz E V rn .

y

Figure 2: illustration to the convex cone C(D, 0) and the domains V m defIned in Fact 4.

for all z::::

X

+ yj .•

Proof. If z E 'Pm+! - 'Pm, then l;v- m

::;

x S €v-(m+l), and hence max{pu, qu}x S l;y-m .•

Fact 5. Let fez) be an analytic function defined on a convex cone C(D,o) on which f(z)::::
O(zo') for some a when z

--7

00.

Let J{k}(z) :::: ~J(z). Then, for all k ~ 1 thel"e exists a

smaller convex cone C(D', 6) with D'

<D

such that: f{k)(z):::: O(za-k6).

Proof. By Cauchy formula (cf. [19])

j<k)(z) =

!:!"'f
trw)
2i1l"
(w - z)k+

1

dx

where the integration is along a complex circle around z. Fix

Z

E C(D,o), and let z also

belong to the boundary of another (smaUer) cone C(D',6) (l.e., z = x

+ iy

with y = D'x 6

where D' < D) as shown in Figure 3. We now consider a circle of integration that is the
largest possible but still contained in the bigger cone C(D,6) (cf. Figure 3). Note that the
circle we are working with has the radlus smaller than (D - D')lzlli. Thus, using the fact that

If(w)ls BlwlO' for some B and complex w, we finally obtain
It(k)(z)1 " (k!)B

(Izl'(;~ D'))k

which completes the proof. •
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y

X

~

Figure 3: illustration to the proof of Fact 5.

A. ANALYSIS ON TIlE REAL LINE

We now prove Theorem llA. For simplicity we write a and A for a(u) and A(u), and n. for

K(U). Let Am and am be upper and lower bounds for !(x)xX(U)-l on the domain V m (restricted
to the real line) defined in Fact 4. If we prove that both am and Am are bounded (with respecl
to m), then we establish our result. We concentrate on the upper hound since the lower bound
mimics the proof of the upper bound.

We use induction with respect to m. Clearly, At is bounded on VI nC(D,6) since L(z,u)
IS

nonzero on this set for some.U(l) due to compactness of VI

n C(D, 6) and L(z, 1) = e

Z

So, let now x denote a real number belonging to Vm+l - V m, and assume that j(pux)

•

~

A m{pux)l->< and f(qux):::; A m(qux)l-><. Observe now that (50) and the above implies f'(x)::;
1- x...- 1A;;;l f(x). Thus by Fact 2 with Zo = VX, we have
f(x):5 f(vx)exp ( -

Multiplying the above by
A~+1

:S Am

x,,;-l

max

l

(1- VXl"X)
n:A

m

r

+ lvx exp

(yxn:A- XX) dy.
m

we obtain Am+l :S max{Aml A~+l} where

xE[v-m,v-m-1j

{ I)-x exp(

We proceed in two steps. First, we let

(I - AvXlxX ) +
n: m

Vm

=

Amv,,;m l

l'

vx

exp

(yx - XX) dy }
n:A m

and prove that

Vm

exponentially

decays to zero. Secondly, we prove that Am is an increasing sequence uniformly bounded from
the above.
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We know, by Fact 2, that

1:

exp

(Y': X') dy = x' -" (1- e-""(1-""I) (I + O(I/x)) = xl-"~(x),

whele ~(x) = 1+ O(I/x). Thm

Am+l

~ max{ Am,Amv-"exp (- ~~: + Am~ (:~~))}

(53)

which can be reduced to

(54)
where F(u, tim) = ma.x{v", exp( -(VmK)-l )+V"17(V;;Y"). Note that F(·,·) 1s of the form already

< 1 for m > mo, which implies
exponential decay of tim. To see this it is enough to observe that F(x,O) = v" < 1 and F(·,·)
discussed in Fact 3. Clearly, there exists ma such that F(I, tl mo )

is a continuous function (for u = lone also has Am = 1, as desired). Thus by (i) of Fact 3,
the exponential decay of tim follows.
Now we return to (53) to get

Am+l ~ Am max { I, (v-" exp( -( Vm")-I)
and then A m+1 $ (1

+ O(tlU~))Am'

+ ~(V;;;I/")) }

Thus

Am+! $ Ao

rr
m

(

1 + O( Vj1/" ) )

< 00

(55)

,

j:=O

which proves that Am are uniformly bounded by A oo . Clearly, as U(I) becomes smaller and
smaller (i.e., u -1'1) the constant Aoo(u) tends to 1.
The lower bound can be shown along the same lines. Tn particular, we derive am+! >
min{am,a~}

where

(1- v")x" +
,,-=----.::...-r...-)
n:Um

1" (y" - X")
exp

'"''

dy

}.

Ka m

Since amv"m :$ tim, we get a m+l ;::: (1- O( vm))a m. This gives the desired result. We also have
the uniform lower bound aoo(u) for am tending to 1 as u _ 1. •
B. ANALYSIS ON THE COMPLEX PLANE

Now we prove Theorem llB which extends Theorem llA to the complex plane (more
precisely: to a convex cone). We need the following preliminary lemma.
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Lemma 13. Let A, a and U(l) be defined as in Theorem i1A, and Let z = x + jy be such that
Z

E e(D, 0). Ij 11'(z)1 <; Bx-'(u)+~ jor some {3 > 0, and

(a - Bx~I!!J)Xl-'(U) <;
x

Iyl <; x'-~

with 0 < 1- {3, then

<; (A + Bx~I!!J)xl-'(u) ,

(56)

1\S(J(x))1

<; Bx'-,(u)+~I!!1 ,

(57)

!R(J(z))

<; xI-«u)(A+ Bx~I!!J),

Ij(z)1

x

x

x

(58)

BX"{U)-lxPj.!!!

1\S(J-l(z))1

<
x,(u)-1(a - Bx~I;J)
(A + BxPI;1)2 + (BxPI;1)2 -

<; (a _ Bax~I;G2 '

< x,(u)-1(A+ Bx~I;J)

!RU-'(z))

-

(a -

Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of I(z) = f(x)+
esl;ma'e

II: 1'(y)dyl <;

Iz -

xl max"E«"j{f'(y)}

Bax~I;J)2

(59)
(60)

J: f(y)dy and the following

(d. [19]). For example, the left-hand side of

(58) can be proved as follows:

The last two inequalities are direct consequences of the previous ones and
I
!R(J(z))
.
\S(J(z))
j(z) = !R 2(J(z)) + \S2(J(Z)) -'!R2(J(z)) + \S2(J(Z)) .

This completes the proof. •
Equipped in this result, we proceed to the proof of Theorem HB. The proof is by Indudion
over the domains 'Dm defined in Fact 4. We have already proved in Theorem llA that in a
nelghbourhood U(l) there exist a(u) and A(u) satisfying Theorem llA such that a(u), A(u)--+
1 as u

--+

1. We further denote these quantities as a and A. We consider a convex cone such

that the domains V m inside such a cone form a compact set (cf. Fig.2). Finally, we illisume
throughout the proof that 6 < 1 -

fJ.

Let B m be an upper bound of IP(z)lxt>(u)-.B where x = R(z). If we prove that Em are
uniformly bounded, then our theorem is true, since

Izl =

O(!R(z)) in our convex cone. Clearly,

B 1 is bounded, so we proceed as before by induction. Below, we write x = !R(z) and y =

Let g(z) = J(~~z)

+ f{:~z)

~(z).

so that j'(z) = 1 - g(z)j(z), and let G(z) be the primitive

function of g(z). Using Fact 2, we just have (with

ZQ

j(z) = j(vz) exp(G(vz) - G(z)) +

= vz)

l'

exp(G(tz) - G(z))zdt .

Differentiating the above, and after some elementary algebra, we obtain

1'(z) = r(z)exp(G(vz) - G(z)) +

l'

(g(tz) - g(z))exp(G(tz) - G(z))zdt
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(61)

with ,(z) = (vg(vz) - g(z))f(vz) + v I'(vz)

+ (1 -

v).

OUf next task is to estimate various terms in (61) to get a suitable recurrence for Em. This
is possible since by Fact 4 putz and qutz belong to V m for all t E [II, 1] if z E Vm+l, and thus
we can invoke the induction hypothesis.
Let us start with an estimate for g(tz). Using (59) and (60) of Lemma 13, we immediately

obtain

S'(g(tz))

< (tx)"'-t+I1B ml!jF1 (a,A,B m),
x

!l(g(tz)) > (txr-l(A-BmxPI!IJIFI(a,A,Bm) ,
x

wheeo F, (a, A, B m) = a-'(1 - B m )-2 and F,(a, A, B m ) = 1/((A + B m )' + B;') ace rational functions of a,A,B m such that F1 (l,1,O) = F 2 (1,1,O) = 1. More precisely, we have
lim u_l F , (a( u), A( u), B m(u)) = lim u_l F,( a(u), A( u), B m(u)) = 1.
We now estimate ~(G(z) - G(tz». Observe that for z = x + iy

!l(G(z) - G(tz))

l

!l(g(z9)z)d9 =

l

(x!l(g(9z)) - yS'(g(9z))d9

> x" ((a - Bm)F,(a, A, B m ) - x- l lyIB mF, (a, A, B m ))

t

9<-ld9

1- t"

> x<--F3(a,A,Bm )

(62)

K

where F3 (a,A,B m ) = (a - B m )F2 (a,A,B m ) - B mF1 (a,A,B m ) being a rational function of
a, A, Em such that F3 (1, 1, 0) = 1.
Now, we are ready to give estimate on the terms of the right hand side in (61). We start
with an estimate of r(z). We refer to the previous estimate of g(tz) to get the following:

Ivg(v(z)) - g(z)1 ~ (1

+ V<-')X<-'F, (a,A, B m).

We also have

hence

I(vg(v(z)) - g(z))f(vz)1 ~ (1
with F,(a, A, B m )

= F,(a, A, Bm)(A + B m ).

+ v<-1 )F,(a, A, B m)

We easily check that F,(I, 1, 0)

hypothesis II'(vz)1 ~ (vx)-<+P B m , hence 1,(z)1 ~ Bm(vxt<+~
(1 + v·- 1 )F,(a, A, B m ) + 1 - v.

= 1. Since hy the

+ R(u, B m) with

R(u, B m ) =

Estimating the integral on the right hand side of (61) is more intricate to deal with, and
needs careful computations. First, we estimate g(tz) - g(z) under the integral in (61). We take
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advantage of the identity

g(tz) - g(z)

=

I/ g'(8z)zd8.

We refer to the estimate 1/'(z)1 -< B m x-J<+f3
valid for z E V m to get
(qu)'lf'(quz).
P(quz)

1 _ tP+x - 2
Ig(tz) - g(z)1 ~ Bmx'- P+' f3 + < + 2 (pu)"+P
We observe that (pu)"+P

-g'(z) = (P'12'l(;J~)z) +
and I/(z)I- 1 _
< X,,-1.
F,(a , A , B m )

We formally have

+ (qu)"+P)(F,(a, A, B m))' .

(63)

+(qu)"'+.B = JL < 1. Using the estimate on R( G(tz)- G( z)) established

in (62), one shows

Il(g(zt) - g(z))exp(G(zt) - G(z))zdtl

('c
BmJL(Ft(a, A,Bm))2 JlIx

X{3+I<-l

<

y{3+J<-l

,8+=-1

and then by Fact 2

Il

(g(zt) - g(z)) exp(G(zt) - G(z))zdtl

~ ~BmxP-«1 + 0(1/x))F5(a, A, B m))

with F5(a,A,B m) = (F,(a,A,Bm))'(F3 (a,A,B m))-'.
Putting everything together we finally obtain

II'(z)1 < R(u,Bm )exp(-(I- v<)x"F3 (a,A,B m ))
Bmx-<+P (~F5(a, A, B m ) + v-<+P exp( -(1- v<)x'F3 (a, A, B m)))

+

We use this global estimate to carry out the recurrence for B m +1 which becomes

(64)
with

B:n+l

~

Bm (,uFs(a, A, Bm) + v-l<+f3 exp( -(1-

+

R(u,Bm )exp(-(I-v")x<F3 (a,A,B m)).

VI<)V-J<ffi

F3 (a, A, Em))) +
(65)

Let us choose (u, Em) in a compact neighbourhood of(l, 0) such thatfor example F3 (a, A, Em)

>

1/2. We can rewrite (65) as:

where ~m = exp( -(1- v"')v...m/2) and~:n = v ... m~m are two sequences tending to 0 as m
For any

£

> 0 we

can take rna large enough such that for all m
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~

rno:

-Jo 00.

In summary, we have

with F6 (1,0) < JL

+c < 1.

Since B m (1) = 0 and c

> 0 can be made as small as needed in a

neighbourhood U(I) of u = 1, by Fact 3(m) the sequence B m is uniformly bounded. Note that

B=(u) is continuous and that B oo (1) = O.
In passing, we observe that we have also proved that J-l(z) = O(z,,;(u)-l) and g(z) =
O(z";{U)-l).

C.

FINISIIING THE PROOF OF THEOREM

5.

In tills subsection we establish Theorem 12. We start with a simple result.
Corollary 14. Let J{/}(z) be the Uh derivative of fez).

13

Then, for any 13 > 0 and 0 (with

+6 <

1), there exists U(l), a constant (, and a convex cone C(D,c) such that J(I)(z) =
O(z-·(")+~-I+l) for[zl > f,.

Proof. The corollary was already proved for l = 0 and I = 1. For arbitrary I, applying Fact 5

to I'(z) yields f(I}(z) = O(z-«")+~-(l-l)'). Set now' > 1-£ (with £ > 0) and

W=

~+(I-j)£

to prove the corollary due to arbitrariness of 13.•
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 12 that is repeated below for the reader's convenience.
We recall, that we use the following notation

f

(I,k)

_
8
(z,u) - 8z'8ukf(z,u).

13 > 0 and 6 < 1, there exists U(l) and a convex cone C(D, 0) such

Theorem 12. For any

tho! for (z,u) E C[D,'J X U(1)' fi',k)(z,u) = O(z-«")+~-I+I) .
Proof. Observe that it suffices to show that J(O,k)(z, u) = O(Zl-";(u)+.B) since by Fact 5 we
obtain j(l,k)( z, u) = O(z-"'{1l)+.B- 1+ 1) for any

13 > 0 as in the proof of Corollary 14.

To prove j(O,k)(z, u) = O(Zl-"'(u)+.B) we proceed by double induction: one with respect to
k and the other with respect to increasing domains 'D m as described in Fact 4.

For k = 0, our claim is true by Theorem lIB (in fact, in tlIis case
now that our theorem is true for all i < k and all l

~

f3 = 0). So, we assume

O.

After taking the derivative with respect to u, our basic functional equation (51) is transformed into

8'f(z,u)
8z8u

pu f (O,I)( puz,u )
- ( (f(puz, u))'

j(l,l)(z u) _

,
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+ qu f(O,I}( quz,u ))
(f(quz, u))2

J(z u)
'

+

f
(z, u)

(p'UZf(l,O}(PUZ, U) - pf(puz, u)
(J(puz, U))2

pU

-

qu

(f(puz,u)

+ f(quz,u))

+ q'UZf(l,OI(quz, U) -

qf(quz, U))
(J(pUZ, U))2

J{O 1)

'(Z,U).

This formula suggests the following general scheme

(66)
where ak(z) being of the form (l(:~;;lk+l
k

+ 1 with

+ (l(::!;lk+l

and Rj(z)'s are polynomials of degree

terms of the form as zl f(l,i)(z, u) at points z, puz and quz for i and l strictly smaller

than k. Furthermore,

_ (
pu
(O,k)(
)
qu
(O,k)(
)) (
)
bk ( Z) (f(puz,u))2f
pUZ,U + (f(quz,u))2f
quz,'IL f Z,'IL .
We can easily estimate ak(z) and bk{Z). For the former, we just note that by the induction
assumption for i ~ k - 1 we have zl 1(1,;)(z, u) = O(zl-l«u)+P), hence Uk(Z) = 0(1). For the
latter, we use the induction with respect to the increasing domains V m as in the previous proofs.
Thus, after elementary calculus we obtain Ibk(Z)1 :::; Po.( u)x.8 due to (pu)"'{u)+P + (quy(l.l)+P) =

J1

< 1, where a(u)

_1 as

U

-+

1.

Let now C m be the upper bound on If{O,k)( z, u)z... (I.l)-.o-lj over the domains V m

.

As before,

we shall prove that Cm are uniformly bounded for all m which will complete the proof. To
develop a recursion for Cm we apply Fact 2 to the differential equation (66). One derives

f(O,kl(z, u) = f(vz, u)eG(v<)-G«1

+

r ("k(X) + bk(x))eG(xl-G«)dx .

(67)

J"

In sequel, we estimate the terms of the above equation in order to obtain a recurrence on Cm .

From (62) we have

where F3 (a, A, B m) was defined below (62). Furthermore, by Fact 2 we also have the following

r

ak(x)eG(xl-G«)dx

< Pl(U)x'-K("I,

J"
(X bk(x)eG(xl-G(x}dx < Cml'a2(u)xP+1-K(")(1

Jvx

where Pl(U),Cl:l(U) < 00 do not depend on z, and Cl:l(U) -+ 1 as
Putting everything together, we finally obtain
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U

+ O(l{x))

-+ 1.

where

for some 0 < P2(U) <

00

and JL < 1. Clearly, the last recurrence can be re-written as

for some functions, c(·) and F(·, .) such that F(O, y)

< 1 and c( d) < 00 where d is the diameter

ofU(l). As in Section 3.2B, we can now use Fact 3(iii) to show that

em are uniformly bounded

for some U(1), and this completes the proof of Theorem 12.•

3.3 De-Poissonization
In this subsection, we prove the dc-Poissonization Theorem 9 which will complete the proof
of Theorem 1. We use the Cauchy formula

m!
Lm(u) = -2-

f

Z1l"

L(z,u)

dz

Z

(68)

m+l '

where the integration is over a circle with the center at the origin and radius m. We split this
circle into two non-overlapping arcs A m(8)uA m(8) = {z: Izl = m} where w = me iO is a point
of the circle as shown in Figure 4. (We use standard notation for polar coordinates, that is, for

z = pc iO we set p = Izl and 8 = arg(z).) More precisely, for w = me;1J (8 > 0) the arc A m (8) is
defined as Am(O) = {v,

Ivl =

m & - 0S

.,g(v) s OJ, and

Am(O) = {v,

Ivl =

mj - Am(O)

(d. Figure 4).
Our proof of the de-poissonization is based on the ideas already used in Jacquet [8], and
Rais et at. [17]. Namely, we shall show that the main contribution of the Cauchy formula (68)
comes from the integration over the arc A m (8) while the remaining contribution over A m (8)
is exponentially small.
To proceed along these lines, we need upper bounds for L(z, u) over the arcs A m (8) and

AmUn for some w = me iB on the circle of integration. In Theorem 5 we have already developed
a suitable bound over the first arc, so we need only a bound for IL(z, u)[ for z E A m (8). We
denote such a bound by L(w,u) for w = mei8 , that is, maxllEAm (B){IL(v,u)l} $; L(w,u). In
passing, we observe that for w = x real (Le., (J = 0) the arc Am(O) coincides with the whole
circle of integration (of radius m), and L(x,u) = L(x,u). Also, for any complex w we have

L(w, 1) =

lewl_

Before we formulate our result, we must introduce some new notation. Let 0(8) and Il(u)
be two positive functions of

(J

and u in a neighbourhoods UIJ(O) and Uu (1) respectively of 0
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y

(O,m)

Figure 4: illustration of de·Poissonization.

and 1. Actually, we want 0(0) = 1 and Jl(l) = 0, and, if 8'" 0, then cos 8 < a(8) < 1, and if

u # 1, then 1 + ~(u) > K(U).
We prove the following theorem that provides the desired bound for L(z, u) over the arc

Am(B).
Theorem 15. There exist neighbourhoods Uo(O) of fJ = 0 and Uu(1) of u = 1 such that for
some w = pe;o

"!-ax {[L(v,u)[):<; L(pe",u):<; a(B)exp (a(B)pH'!U))

(69)

IlEA p (B)

when p _

00,

provided a(8) = 1 - (P /4 and 1 + /leu)

> fi:(u) .

Proof. The proof is by induction over increasing domains as already discussed in Fact 4.
Let F m = {z =
p E [~Po,v-mpo]} such that 0 < max{pu,qu}:<; v < 1 and ~ > v (d.

However, since we work now with polar coordinates we redefine them.

pc", BE Ue(O)

&
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Figure 4), Moreover, we require Po > 1 such that for all p > t;po we have 0:(8) exp(pa(8)) >

exp(p w,B) fm B # 0 and fo, ,orne (,mall) U,(O) and Utl (l).
Take now such a small Uu(1) that L(peiO,u)< o:(O)exp (o:(O)pl+p.(u)) holds for u:/; 1 or

8", 0 (i.e., for z E Fd. This is possible due to our choice of Po. Now, we assumc (69) is true
for all m' ~ m and we prove it also holds for m
functional equation we have for Zo = poe iO

L(z, u) = L(zo, u) +

l'

'.

+ 1.

Let

Z

E Fm+I - Fm . From our basic

L(pux, u)L(qux, u)dx ,

which for w = pe iO and Wo = poe;o translates into

L(peiO,u)

~ L(poeiO,u) + [PL(puxeiO,u))L(quxeiO,u)dx.
J"

Since pux and qux both belong to Fm we have by the induction hypothesis

L(pux/', u))L(quxe;', u) ~ a'(B) exp (a(B) (pu)1+P(tl)
Obscrve now that due to 1 +Jl(u)

+ (qu)1+p(tl») x1+P(tl))

> K(U) we have (pu)l+JL(U) + (qU)I+/«U) <

1 by the definition

of K(U). Therefore,

L(pe;',u)

~ L(poe;',u) + J~ a'(B)exp (a(B)x1+p(tl»)

dx

< L(poe i8 , u) + fP 0:2(8) (-=-)I-l(U) exp (a(8)xl+I-l(U») dx ,
jpo
po
which, after integration by parts, leads to

L(pe;', u) < L(poe;', u) +

tl

a(B)

Pb( )(1

+ I'(u))

(exp (a(B)p1+p(tl)) _ exp (a(B)p:+p(tl»))

< L(poe;', u) + arB) exp (a(B)p1+'(tl)) - arB) exp (a(B)p:+'(tl))
since in U,,(I) we can always choose Po> 1 such that p~(u)(I+Jl(u)) > 1. Finally, by induction

L(poe;',u) ~ a(B)exp (a(B)p:+'("))

'0

L(pe;',u) ~ a(B)exp (a(B)pl+'("))
in F m+l

-

F m , hence also in Fm+l, and this completes the proof of Theorem 15.•

Finally, we are ready to finish the proof of our main result Theorem 1, by completing the
proof of the de-Poissonization, namely Theorem 9. To recall, we want to prove the following

(d. (47)

Lm (e'I,,",) exp (_ X~J, _ V(m) - ~X'(m))'
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t')

= 1+ O(l/m'/'-").

We now split the Cauchy formula (68) into two parts, namely

with Im(u) belng the part of the integration over A m(8) and Em(u) the IntegratIon over Am( 8)
for some w = me iO belonging to the circle of integration and lying on the boundary of a convex
cone C(D, 6). More precisely, we set

m!m-m
270

Em(u)

jDm~-l
_Dm~-l

.

,

L(me'8 ,u)e-· m8 d8,

(70)

m!m-m (
L(meio,u)CimOd8.
270 JIOIE!Dm~-l,11"1

=

(71)

We compute the above Integrals separately.
We start with (71). From Theorem 15 we have

Em(u):::; m!m-m exp (a(Dm 5 Now, by Stirling's formula: m! = mmC m-/27om(1

1

)ml+J.l(I.l))

+ O(l/m)),

and after some algebra we

obtain (setting a(O) ~ 1- 0'/4 and 1 + ,,(u) > ,(u))

Em(e'IVm) ~ exp (-0.25. n'm"-l
Thus, as m

--700

we have Em(e t /

vrn )

-+

+ O( yffilogm))

0 exponentially fast as long as 6 > 3/4. By Theorem

G, X(m)/yffi ~ O(yffilogm) and (V(m) - m(X'(m))')/m ~ O(logm), so
lim Em(e'IVm)exp(_tx(m) _t,v(m)-m(X'(m))')
2m

vm

m-+co

for some

£

~O(e-m')

> 0 and {j > 3/4.

Now, we turn our attention to the evaluation of Im(u) defined in (70). Let us examine the
following expression

J m ()
t -_

mme-m~
('IVm)
,
Im e
m.

After a change of varlables (l.e., 0 =

exp (x(m)
-t ~ - t ,v(m))
-2-vm

m

8/.,fii0 we obtain

1
D m · - ' / ' .I8
(x(m)t V(m)t'
)
Jm(t)=--j
L(me /..jiii,e l / vm )exp -m(i8+1) dO .
.j2; _Dm~-1/2
.;m
2m

We now assume that

{j

> 1/2.

10g(L(me;o, e'))

Then, by Theorem 6 for any

f3 > 0 and some Uu (l)

- .,

meiO

+ X(meiO)t + v(~el

)t2

+ O(ml+f3 t 3) ,

X(m/o)

X(m)

+ miOX'(m) + O(O'ml+p )

V(me;')

V(m)

+ O(Oml+ p )
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,

and me;/l - m -

mi(J

=

_m(J2/2

+ D( m(J3).

Thus,

·0
t2
(J2
1{J
10g(L(me' ,e'))-X(m)t-V(m)2-m(i8+1) = X'(m)miOt-m +O(m + (l01+ltI)3) (72)
2

which proves that

L(meiO/Vm, e'/Vm)exp (_ X(m)t _ V(m)t' _ m(iO +
.,(iii
2m

1))

(_

exp itX'(m)O -

0')

"2

O(l/m /'-p)
'
provided m 1+{Jm- 3!2

--+

0, that is,

fJ < 1/2. Furthermore, since ~(me;O -m-mi(J).s -m02/4

it is easy to see that for any c < 1/4 uniformly in t on a compact set and m large, we have

IL (me;o/Vm, et / Vm ) exp ( - Xj;{t -

V~:;t' -

m(iO +

1)) I'" exp (0 + slOl- (0.25 - 0)0')

which, by the dominated convergence theorem, leads finally to
2

0 dO = O(1/m /'-p) .
Jm(t) - -1
-/ + =
e;'X'(m)'-,
'
../2T. -00

To complete the proof of Theorem 9 it suffices to observe that the above integral is equal to

exp(-(X'(m))'t'/2). Mte< multiplying the above hy exp(-(X'(m))'t'/2) we obtain (47) of
Theorem 9.
In passing, we note that in the course of these derivation we establish a relationship between
the mean X(z) and the varlance V(z) of the Poisson model and the mean ELm and the variance
Var(L m ) of the Bernoulli model. For example, a refinment of the above leads to (d. Lemma

10)

Var(L m )

_

V(m) - m(X'(m))' + 0.5m'(X"(m))' .

Thus, after this long trip we completed the proof of Theorem lA (and also Theorem 1B if
one "borrows" the variance result from [10]).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we settle in the affirmative the conjecture of Aldous and Shields [1] concerning

the limiting distribution of the number of phrases in the Lempel-Ziv parsing scheme. Our
result was proved for the asymmetric Bernoulli model. One can wonder whether the proposed
technique can be extended to prove similar result for the Markovian model. We think we
can answer in the affirmative, and in these condudlng remarks we briefly sketch our line of
arguments. We hope to publish a rigorous proof in a forthcoming paper.
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Assume a binary alphabet :E = {O, i}, and let symbols of all strings be generated according
a Markov chain with the transition probability

Pi;

(i,j E :E). We denote by

7i"i

(i E E) the

i

stationary probability of the Markov chain. Finally, let L ( u, z) and L(z, u) denote respectively
the conditional (under the condition that all the strings start with character i E :E) and
unconditional Poisson generating functions of the internal path length in a digital search tree.
It is not difficult to notice that these functions satisfy the following differential-functional

equations

8L(z, v)
8z
aLi(z,v)
ax

(73)
i EE

(74)

The due to our analysis is - as in the case of the Bernoulli model- establishing the growth
rate of L(z, u) which should lead the limiting distribution in the Poisson model. As in Section
3.2, instead of analyzing directly Li(z, u) (which we expect to have exponential growth) we
deal with new functions defined as below

,(
)_
Li(x,v)
. ~
1 z, v - O(
)
1(
)
'
1
Ell.
L PiOuz, U L PilUZ, U
We claim that f(z,u) = O(Zl-1«u)) where this time the function n:;(u) satisfies the following
equation
(poov)·!·) - 1 (POI v)"!·)
(plOU),,(u)

where

IAI

(PHvy!') - 1

=0

denote the determinant of a matrix A. Once we have this result, we can reason

along the lines of Section 3 to prove our claim. Clearly, the analysis is much more technical
and more challenging. We promise to return to it!
APPENDIX: PROOF OF

LEMMA

7A

We prove Lemma 7A. More generally, let

v(x) + v'(x) = v(zp) + v(xq) + g(z)

(75)

be a differential-functional equation of v(z) such that g(z) = O(log2 z) for

Izl _

00.

We prove

that v(x) = O(x).
The proof is by induction over the increasing domains 'D m
Fact 1 we conclude that (75) has the following solution

v(x) = v(vx)e-'!l-v)

+ e-'

l'

eX (v(px)

v,
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<l.'>

described in Fact 4. From

+ v( qx) + g(x)) dx

.

Let now Vm be the upper bound on Iv(z)x-ll over the domain V m in the convex cone C(D, 6),
where z = x

+ iy.

From the induction hypothesis one obtains the following recurrence

where

V'm+l <
_ V.m

(1 + ve-I'-m(l-IJ») + vmm 2 10g'

V

-

The above recurrence falls under the pattern discussed in Fact 3(iii), hence by the same
arguments as in Section 3.2, we show that Vm are uniformly bounded. Lemma 7A is proved.
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